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CIAT, Future Harvest, and the CGIAR
The International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) is a not-for-profit organization
that conducts socially and environmentally progressive research aimed at rcducing
hunger and poverty and preserving natural resources in developing countries. CJAT is
one of 16 food and environmental research centers working toward these goals around
the world in partnership with farmers, scientists, and policy makers. Known as the
Future Harvest centers, they are funded mainly by the 58 countries, private
foundations, and international organizations that make up the Consultative Group on
International Agricultura! Research (CGIAR).
In 1998 the centers supported by the CGIAR created Future Harvest, a charitable
and educational organization that catalyzes action for a world with less poverty, a
healthier human family, well-nourished children, anda better environment and
advances the debate on how best to achicve these ends.
Future Harvest reaches out to media, scholars, and scientists in the world's
premier peace, environment, health, population, and development research organizations as well as policy makers and civil socicty, and it enlists world-renowned leaders
to speak on its behalf. Future Harvest supports research, promotes partnerships, and
sponsors on-the-ground projects that bring the results of research to farmers in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. For more information on Future Harvest, go to
www.futureharvest.org.
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CIA T's Strategic Plan 2001 - 201 O
IAT is an international not- for-profit organization whose mission is:
To reduce hunger and pouerty in the tropics
through collaboratiue research
that improues agricultura[ productiuity
and natural resource management

This mission is a commitment to overcome poverty and malnu trition in
the low-income countries of the tropical world. It sees scientific research as a
p owerful instrument to gen e rate lrnowledge a nd technology that can reduce
poverty and malnutrition. It prioritizes agriculture as the m ean s of
sustenance of many of the world's poor, and confronts the reality that
agriculture not only has a great impact on the e nvironme nt but it is also
critically d e pende nt on improved natural resource management for its future
capacity to feed a still ra pidly growing population. It sees collaborative
partnerships in research and d evelopment as central to any prospect of
su ccess in achieving its mission.
For over 3 0 years CIAT h as pursued the essen tial elements of this
mission, while periodically updating its vision and s harpening its strategy in
light of n ew problems and o pportunities. This Strategic Plan for 200 1-2010
a ims to position C IAT at the opening of the new decade.
The current globalization presents imme nse problems and opportunities.
While huge s trides are b eing mad e in science, billions of poor people in
developing countries are at risk of being bypassed by these o pportunities,
and unprecede nted threats to the e n vironment are emerging.
To h elp solve the environmental and social problems faced by the world's
disadvantaged people, CIAT seek s to be a progressive force for ch a n ge in its
overriding con cern to ma k e global science relevant to the poor.

This Strategic Plan
takes stock of current
global challenges,
explores the potential
offered by scientific
progress, envisions a
future of sustainable
rural livelihoods, and
sets forth new directions
for CIAT.

CIAT foresees a forging o f creative new partnerships for research a nd
developme nt with public and priva te sectors, advanced research
organizations, and grass-roots organization s.
At this critica! juncture, CIAT is appraising h ow it can best achieve its
mission . This n ew Strategic Plan takes stock of c urrent global challe n ges,
explores the potential offered by scientific progress, envisions a future of
sustainable rural livelihoods, a nd sets forth n ew directions for CIAT.

Global Problems and Opportunities
Challenges of Globalization
P.rsistent poverty and accelerating environme ntal degradation are two of
today's most pressing global problems. The portion of the world's population
tha t is p oor has d eclin ed b ecau se of economic growth fueled largely by rapid
scie ntific and technical advances. Even so, a bout 1.2 billion people today
re main absolute ly poor, with incom es of Jess than US$1.00 a day. Among the
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worst consequences of this poverty is hunger, which affects more than 800
million people-mostly women and children-who must endure the resulting
problems of malnutrition and weakened health. While these poor are being
largely bypassed by technical and economic progress, this sarne econornic
growth and technical change is associated with growing signs of
environmental damage that put all human health and welfare directly at risk.
Environmental degradation and absolute poverty are global problems
with effects that reach far beyond the poor people themselves. Poverty,
besides being ethically disturbing in an ever-richer world, exacerbates for
everyone problems of health, peace, and security. Likewise, we are al!
threatened by environmental problems such as the mass destruction of
natural ecosystems, loss of biodiversity, chemical pollution, degradation of
soil and water resources, and accumulation of greenhouse gases.
Environmental degradation and persistent poverty are occurring in the
context of massive global change. With advances in communications,
transportation, and information technologies, people al! over the world are
both far more aware of their interconnectedness and far more integrated
politically, socially, and economically. These changes are accompanied by the
rise of new institutions with global reach, including, for exarnple, global
conventions on the environment, intemational nongovemmental
organizations, multinational corporations, and intemational scientific efforts
like the Future Harvest Centers for agricultura! research. These social and
technical changes promise greater scientific collaboration, increased
coordinated intemational efforts to deal with global problems, wider and
more rapid diffusion of new technologies, and new market opportunities.
Nevertheless, globalization puts disadvantaged groups at risk of further
marginalization, with the low-income tropical countries being particularly
vulnerable. The poor lack power, be it of information, the ma rketplace,
politics, or even to change their own circumstances. Thus, even though
globalization of science, information, markets, and collective action may
promise a better world, without compensatory mechanisms, the poor in lowincome tropical countries are at risk of being excluded from these
opportunities.

Poverty
During the coming decades, the largest numbers of poor people will be
concentrated in low-income tropical countries, principally in Asia and Africa,
but also in South and Central America where poverty is chronic. Globally,
most poor people, especially the poorest of the poor, live in rural areas orare
fleeing to seek better lives in the cities, where many live in urban s qualor.
Improving rurallivelihoods is therefore the most direct way of addressing the
needs of most of the world's poor.
Agriculture, including related postharvest activities, is by far the single
most important source of income and employment for the rural poor. In
addition, food is usually the largest expense of poor people. Thus, for most of
the world's rural poor, agriculture and affordable food are key to improved
livelihoods, even though other elements can sometimes be significant.
Moreover, overcoming food insecurity and hunger, which affect both the
rural and urban poor, depends critically on agriculture. Food security cannot
possibly be assured unless enough food is produced. However, hunger and
poverty cannot be eliminated simply through additional food production
alone. Even though global supplies may be adequate, intemational trade
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cann ot be cou nted upon to distribu te food th rough market mechanisms to
poor p eople who lack purchasing power, especially in remote rural areas with
high transport costs. Many of the rural poor need higher incomes to access
food , a nd agriculture remains a crucial sou rce of income for them.
Food production is a lso of great concem in that it must keep pace with
continuing populatio n growth. Produc ing enough food for future genera tions
can be achieved only by increasing agricultura) produ ctivity. However, recent
evidence suggests that the pace of inc rease in agricultura) productivity may
have begun to s low, rais ing the possibility of a gap em e rging between future
food availability and people's needs.

Environment and n a tural resources
Even the su stainab ility of cu rrent agriculture is being questioned. Sorne
scientists see tod ay's agriculture as in trinsically damaging to the
environme nt: it is n otable for destroying biological divers ity; for widespread
and often excessive use of herbicides, pesticid es, and fertilize rs that severely
damage the environment; for depleting water and soil resources; and for
being a significant source of two major greenhouse gases-methane and
nitrous oxide.
Environmental degradation induced by agricu ltura! activities is a major
proble m in poor tropical countries. The highest rates of destruction of
n atural h abitats occur as land is cleared for agricu ltu re, partic u larly in Latín
America and Africa, which h ave the greatest expansion of agricu ltura! area.
Land degradation is also a major problem, especially in Latin America, which
has twice the a rea of severely or m oderately d egraded lands as h as Africa
and four times as Asia. Wa te r is a n increasingly scarce resource, facing
competing demands from agriculture and urban u ses. Poor farmers are not,
in fact, the maj or cause of environme n tal d egradation in the tropics, but
their livelihoods are threatened by the degra di ng resource base.

Climate change

Poor farmers are not the
majar cause of
environmental
degradation in the
tropics, but their
livelihoods are
threatened by the
degrading resource
base.

A d egrading environment h as global consequences. For example, growin g
evidence confirms that tempera tures a re rising, which may lead to future
reductions in potential crop yields in most tropical and subtropical regions.
Curre ntly, climatic change is expected to s low growth in world food
production , thereby leading to higher food prices that the poor may have
difficulty in paying. In particular, food security is expected to worsen in
Africa. The ability of people to adapt to and cope with climatic change
d epends on such factor s as wealth, technology, education, information ,
skills, infrastructure, and management capa bilities. Developin g countries,
particularly the least developed countries, generally h ave less capacity to
adap t and a re thus more vulne rable to damage fro m climatic c hange. The
poorest of the poor may often h a ve the most to lose fro m climate change.

Human h ealth
Human h ealth is directly related to agriculture. Obviously, human health is
critically d epende nt on both nutritional quality, especially in terms of mineral
a nd vitamin micronutrients, and qu a ntity of food. Unsound agricultura)
practices can a lso n egatively a ffect human health, for example, through
excessive pesticide use, leading to the presence of residues in food.
Agricultura! practices can a lso indirectly affect human health by changing
agroecosystems, which then ch ange the behavior of disease vectors. Evidence
from the Amazon, for example, indicates t h a t clearing natural forest for
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agriculture has led to increased soil runoff that in turn has raised the leve! of
mercury in fish thereby leading to harmful levels in human diets. Again, it is
usually the poorest of the poor who are most vulnerable to health risks
associated with inadequate diets or inappropriate agricultura! practices.

Advances in Science and Technology
Science can contribute significantly to resolving the interrelated problems of
poverty, food insecurity, and environmental degradation, although, by no
means, can any of these complex iss ues be fully resolved by a simple
technical solution or other single measure.
Science and technical innovation can provide crucial elements to
developing a new agriculture that is environmentally sound while also
increasing agricultura! productivity and reducing hunger among the poor
people of the tropics.
Despite the difficulties of generatin g a new, more sustainable and
productive agriculture for the tropics, much of which is characterized by
fragile environments, severa! new scientific opportunities promise that such
an agriculture can be developed. Advances in genetics, agroecology, and
informatics can all con tribute to the fulfillment of this promise.

Genomics
Rapid progress is being made in understanding and manipulating the genetic
poten tia! of biological organisms. While unlocking the human genome is no
doubt the most newsworthy indicator of advances in genetic sciences,
parallel leaps are also being made in agricultura! genetics.
Genomes of crop plants are being mapped, revealing new insights into
how plants grow and can be improved. Molecular markers for desirable genes
are being identified for useful traits s u ch as nutritional quality, disease and
pest resistance, stress tolerance, and productivity. Use of such markers can
rapidly speed the selection of new plants with improved traits. The functions
of genes are becoming understood. New ways are being developed to
combine, move, a nd control genes or their expression. These techniques offer
great promise of enhancing the capacity to more fully use existing
biodiversity in crop and forage species and their close relatives and wild
ancestors.

Agroecology
A greater understanding of biodiversity and ecological principies will h elp
improve the management of p lant pests and diseases and ensure soil health
through a n agroecological approach that will enhance the biological
processes of agriculture with less resort to interventions with agrochemicals.
For example, pests can be more effectively controlled biologically by
manipulating behavioral interactions between pest populations and their
natural or introduced enemies.
Likewise, the biolog:ical management of soil fertility can result in a better
flow of nutrients through plants and soil biota. Soil structure and fertility can
be improved by managing crop residues, green manure, and soil biological
activity. Such advances can h elp improve not only the situation of the rural
poor, but also promote food security for the urban poor and red uce the
negative ecological consequences of farming. Soil is a major carbon s ink so
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tha t management practices of soils can either increase the emission of
green house gases or potentially sequester them.

Informatics and complex systems analysis
The revolutionary progress in informa tics and communication technologies
not only unde rpins the scientific developments in agroecology and genomics,
but also facilitates the inte nsive u se of the res ulting information a nd
technologies by farmers and rural communities . Enhanced computational
capacity, m ade possible by advances in computing technology, open up ncw
possibilities fo r modeling and understanding co mplex systems, including
bioinformatics, pest ecology, soil-nutrient flows, landscape analysis, and
collective decision making.
This growing capacity to model complex systems can facilitate the
understanding and management o f these systems. Where processes a re too
complex to be satisfactorily reduced to classic controlled experiments that
permit the observation o f on e variable at a time, improved modeling offers an
alternative line for scientific resea rch. While underlying models can become
increasingly complex, simple u ser-friendly inte rfaces and reduced costs of
storing, communicating, and manipulating d a ta open up possibilities of more
extensive use of these tools by increasing numbe rs of stakeholder groups.
The availability of reliable d ata will be a key fac tor in exploiting the potential
of these tools.
New approaches to d ecision-s upport models for multi-sta keholde r
p a rticipation in resource management by communities are emerging, which
lead to the need for improved organizational frameworks to facilitate social
action a t the community leve! in such situations . Thus, opportunities for
u s ing complex models for "ordinary" decision processes a re growing. To
unleash this pote ntial, scie ntific research is n eed ed to d evelop the underlying
modeling, ensure its relevance to stakeholder needs, and identify social
arrangements that will p ermit the exploitation of these n ew opportunities.

Partners in Global Science

The complexity ofthese
problems, as both
research and
development issues,
clearly surpasses the
capacity of an individual
scientis t, or even an
individual ins titution, to
resolve .

Pressing en vironmental problems like land degradation or global warming
are no more subject to s imple solutions tha n a re socioeconomic problems
like poverty or malnutrition. Adequately dealing with these problems requires
a multidimensional a pproach , extending beyond research. As with scientific
problems that require better understanding or new technologies, these
problems also require both multidisciplinary a pproaches a nd a combination
of strategic, applied, and adaptive research . The complexity of these
proble ms, as both research and development issues, clearly surpasses the
capacity of an individua l scientist, or even an individual ins titution, to
resolve. This is illustra ted in commercia l res earch in indus tries like
informatics and health care, where strategic alliances a mong institutions
with diffe rent compa rative advantages a re the no rm.
C IAT fully r ecognizes that, in the case of the complex problems of
agriculture, poverty, and environmental degrad a tion in the tropics, the
n eeded understanding a nd technology can be generated and transferred to
u sers only through researc h and develo pme nt pa rtners hips. Moreover, a
simple linear model of basic research to tec hnology transfer, with different
institutions assuming fully distinct ro les, is clearly no longer appropriate.
CIAT plays different roles in different partnerships and works through a wide
varie ty of allia n ces. Below, we briefly describe sorne of the most important
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partners in global agricultura! research and development, and analyze sorne
majar factors affecting the different partners.

National agricultura} research systems
The national agricultura! research systems (NARS) of tropical developing
countries have long been CIAT's most important partners. Initially, these
partnerships were based on a model of str ategic research and national
capacity building by CIAT. But today these partnerships are much more
varied and sophisticated.
However, support for public agricultura! science in low-income countries
has weakened overall. For example, throughout much of Latín America,
public research has declined as states have restructured. In Africa public
science has always been limited because of highly constrained resources.
Moreover, agricultura! research is receiving less attention from overseas
development assistance programs of the OECD countrics and multinational
agencies like the World Bank or the Inter-American Development Bank.
Consequently, apart from a few large countries-Brazil, China, and Indiapublic agricultura! science in the tropics is not generally endowed with
sufficient resources to be effective in meeting the needs of the poor, the food
insecure, and the degrading environment.

Prívate sector
In contrast to the NARS, the private sector's participation and investment in
agricultura! research has increased enormously in the last decade. Private
research naturally focuses where commercial opportunities are greatest, and
this has tended to be in temperate countries or in widely traded commodities.
Nevertheless, the prívate sector is producing results that may offer important
opportunities for dealing with poverty and the degrading environment in the
tropics. The private sector now leads in rnany aspects of advanced genetic
research, and many of these methods and results can be applied to tropical
problems. Furthermore, under sorne conditions, the private sector can
provide a highly efficient technology delivery that reaches even the small
farmer.
Despite the private sector's greater resources, the opportuni ties that it
offers do not extend to •orphan crops" that are not of commercial interest.
Small-farmer crops, grown in fragile environments and less widely traded,
are largely bypassed by the private sector. Moreover, private investment is
restricted to research outputs that can be easily commercialized , including
seeds and chemicals. Only the public sector will support research on, for
example, agroecosystem management, which does not yield outputs for
private sale.
Increasingly, research results are being legally protected as private
property. Expanded property rights over scientific research results have
attracted substantially greater private investment in agricultura! research,
especially in the temperate countries, for widely traded commodities.
However, barriers to the free and open exchange of information and
germplasm are being set up. Public research institutes face the challenge of
balancing a commitment to open access of public goods, protecting public
intellectual property from misappropriation, and working in partnerships
where arrangements on sharing of benefits and property rights are clearly
and equitably established.
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Growing controversies about the risks of transgenic crops, mostly
released by the prívate sector, are threatening the profitability of sorne
important lines of priva te agricultura! research, leading to a significant
market revaluation of agricultura! resea rch. If these issues persist, the
viability of substantial private investment in agricultura! research could
decline. These matters, like sorne issues related to the distribution of benefits
from research through d ifferent intellectual property right regimes, will be
more fully resolved over the next decade, thereby clarifying the long-term role
of the private sector in agricultura) researc h.

Civil society

....

Civil society, through a variety of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), has
a strong interest in the issues of poverty and the degrading environment.
However, these organizations usually concentrate on policy advocacy,
emergency relief, and community development rather than on research .
Whe re opportunities exist, CIAT will proactively seek collaboration.

Advanced research institutes
Universities and other public sector research institutes are another set of
important partne rs in agricultura) research. These institutions are
particularly strong in advanced science and are often the source of new
research methods that can be app lied to the specific problems of tropical
agricu lture. Although many o f the leading advanced research institutes are
in the high income countries, m a ny have strong links to tro pical agriculture
and share with CIAT a public service mission. Strengthening pa rtnerships
with advanced researc h institutes will be a high priori ty in the
implementation of the Strategic Plan.

Future Harvest centers of the CGIAR

Opportunities exist for
tropical countries to
share public goods in
solving their common
problems.

Globally, the market clea rly fails to supply scientific innovation fo r tropical
agriculture, as is the case with tropical diseases. Both tropical agriculture
and health issues are related to the particu lar characteristics of tropical
biology, which presents a unique set of problems for which transferable
solutions are not readily available from the high-income te mperate countries.
However, although specific to the tropics, most of these problems a re not
unique to a single country. Opportunities therefore exist for tropical
countries to share public goods in solving their common problems.
The situation is compounded by the poor lacking market power to
demand research innovations. Not only do they lack the economic resources
to finance resea rch, but they are not organized to effectively dema nd
research. Failure to demand resea rch is thus not solely caused by poverty.
Research outputs can produce la rge externa! be nefits tha t a re not captu red
by the di rect use rs of innovations. An inability to internalize these benefits is
a further reason for the failu re to supply innovations for tropical agriculture.
Delivering global public goods of technology and information to reduce
hunger a nd poverty and improve natural resource manage ment (NRM) in
tropical agriculture is therefore the mission of CIAT and its companion
Future Harvest Centers, which are all supported by the Consultative Group
on lnte rnational Agricultura! Research (COlAR). The COlAR system is
curre ntly under going change. Th is ongoing process is being guided by the
following principies:
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• Focus given to reducing poverty and hunger
• Priority given to Africa and South Asia
• Use of modern science to tackle previously intractable problems
• Guidance by regionally determined priorities
• Working through partnerships to become "centers without walls"
• Adoption of a catalytic and organizing role, in addition to techno logy
development
• Challenge programs: interinstitutional efforts focused on critica!
problems
While severa! of these "pillars" of the CGIAR have long been central to
CIAT's own strategy, the challenge programs representan important new
initiative. As seen below, the ongoing evolution of the CGIAR will have
important irnplications for the development and delivery of global public
goods.

CIAT's Vision for the Future

S

ustainable rural livelihoods constitute the core of CIAT's vision for the
future. From this perspective, poverty is not seen merely in terms of income
but also of human development. Overcoming poverty is not just surviving,
but also achieving betterment; it entails obtaining, mainta ining, and
enhancing assets required for living. Poor people use their assets-human,
social, natural, and fmancial-to pursue diversified strategies to achievc
desired Livelihood outcomes. Because livelihoods are peoples' strategies and
outcomes, people, particularly disadvantaged people, are the focus of CIAT's
vision. The livelihood outcomes desired by poor people-improved food
security, better health, more income, reduced vulnerability, sustainable
natural resources-become the ultimate driving forces behind the vision.
Poor people, like others, strive for advancement in the desired outcomes.
Livelihoods for the poor are not sustainable unless better outcomes are
achieved over time and assets are enhanced.
This vision cannot be achieved by single measures: higher crop yields
alone are not cnough; reduced soil erosion alone is not enough; more
effective transfer of new technology alone is not enough. Improved livelihoods
for the poor come through the deployment of their diverse assets in different
sectors, and for rural people, this means nonfarm as well as farm assets.
Although improvements in agriculture alone cannot achieve sustainable
livelihoods for the rural poor, as noted above, agricu lture is central to the
livelihoods of most of the world's poor. Because most of the world's poor are
rural, CIAT's niche in achieving sustainable rural livelihoods consists of
helping the poor attain three critica! conditions:
• Competitive agriculture
• Agroecosystem health
• Rural innovation through social capital
These three conditions are interrelated. Without healthy agroecosystems,
competitive agriculture cannot be long sustained. Without strong rural
innovation to enhance the capacity for collective action, natural resources
cannot be managed to ensure agroecosystem sustainability. Without rural
innovation through collective action by strong communities, lack of access to
information and markets will severely impede agricu ltura! competitiveness.
Without a competitive agriculture, people cannot easily afford tocare for
natural resources. Without a competitive agriculture, rural communities will
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lack a strong econo mic base and will be less able to make needed
innovations.

Competitive Agriculture
Competitive agricu lture is crucial to sustaining rural livelihoods because
agric ulture is a major sou rce of employment and income for rural people.
Although nonfarm income is impor tant for many rural poor, few instances
exist where their livelihoods can be s usta ined a t a n accepta ble leve! without
competitive agric ulture.
The sustain ability of rural livelihoods depends not only on facto rs within
the ru ral sector , but also, a nd fundame nta lly, on the nature of links with the
domestic urba n sector and of wide r global connections. Urbanization is
growing throughout the low-income tropical world , accompa n ied by growi ng
m arkets. The wide variety of farm types, ranging from small fa mily farms to
large well-capitalized agroenterprises, a l! compete to supply the cities'
growing demand fo r food. Thus, an efficient competitive agricul ture
contributes to the welfare of the urban poor th rough in creased availability of
food a ta lower price.
Simultaneously, econ om ic and political barriers to in temational trade are
eroding, both within region al trading blocks such as NAFTA (North American
Free Trade Agreeme nt) and MERCOSUR (Mercado Común del Sur), and
globally, through the WTO (World Trade Organization). This increasing
globalization further intensifies the competitive pressures on tropical sma ll
fa rmers and other producers.
The competitiveness of agric ulture also depends o n the degree to which
all costs are included. What may be an efficient competitive agricultura!
activity from an individual point of view may be not be competitive if full
socia l and e nvi ronmental costs a re taken into accoun t.

· ....
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Intensijication and
divers ijication are two
broad, mutually
reinforcing s trategies to
attain agricultura[
competitiveness.

Although on-farm food production remains important for many small
farmers in the tropics today, essentially all rural poor people require a cash
income to pay for clothes, medicines, school fees, and other necessities .
Being a ble to compete in agricultura ! ma rkets by selling part of their p roduce
is key to eaming this income. If rural people, includi n g small farmers, cannot
participare in the marketplace because their agriculture is not competitive,
the n their livelihoods are unsustainable in today's world. Without a
competitive agricultu re, rural resources of la bor and land will neither find
employme nt n or earn incom es to sustain liveli hoods.
l ntensification a nd diversification are two broad, mutually reinforcing
strategies to attain agricultura! competitiveness. lntensification increases
agricultura! productivity of limi ting factors. This can be achieved, for
example, through improved y ields, better on-farm cycling o f nutrients, mo re
effec tive control o f pests or pla nting higher valu e crops or adopting new
postharvest processing tech niques. lnte ns ification can be promoted through
im proved u se of on-farm resou rces or renewable resou rces like in formation,
and does not n ecessarily depe n d on h igh use of off-fa rm inpu ts like
agrochemicals.
Diversification is a major s trategy for sustaining rural livelihoods and
con tributes a n essential resilie n ce to small-farmer systems. It is an
irnportant mechanism for risk management. Diversification includes
introducing biodiversity in individual crop species; integrating crops and
livestock; e nsuring season a lity of activities and resou rce flows; and widening
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the diversity of both food staples and high-value crops. Diversity is essential
at different scales, including diversity of plants at the field leve!, diversity of
activities at the household leve!, and diversity in land use at the landscape
level. Diversification can be key to achieving intensification, and
diversification into higher value crops or value-added processing is an
important option.
Another important component of agricultura! competitiveness is adding
value to a farmer's produce, whether through postharvest processing or
genetic improvement. Examples are cassava with improved starch quality,
popping beans processed as a snack food , or crops with improved nutrient
content. Competitiveness is improved by obtaining higher prices for improved
qualities.

Agroecosystem Health
Agroecosystem health is a second essential condition for achieving
sustainable Iivelihoods for rural people. Unhealthy agroecosystems are
characterized by degraded natural resources. While not always immediately
apparent, over a longer period, the unsustainable use of natural resources
undermines productivity and competitiveness. This is frequently on-farm,
but resource degradation can have majar costs off-site, both in the
immediate rural environment and beyond. Agroecosystem health is a lso
threatened by global processes Iike climate change.
Agroecosystem health is needed for high levels of productivity. Although
externa! inputs like agrochemicals have contributed significantly to
productivity, evidence increasingly suggests that excessive use of
agrochemicals can be significantly detrimental to agroecosystem health.
Healthy ecosystems are diverse in terms of, for example, biodiversity and
land use. Understanding this diversity has proved valuable, for example, in
supporting the recovery of African seed production systems after disasters.
lmportant linkages may also exist between agroecosystem health and human
health.
Special attention needs to be given to agroecosystem health in vulnerable
or fragile environments. These agroecosystems may be highly productive but,
through mismanagement, can be at risk of suffering substantial degradation.
Many of the poor depend on fragile environments for their livelihoods, and
their welfare would be seriously jeopardized by the degradation to which
these environments are so susceptible. lf properly managed, however,
vulnerable environments can be made more productive. Farming in fragile
environments is neither an intractable task nora path toward poverty.
lndeed, evidence suggests that the returns to research in such
agroecosystems can, in fact, be high.

Rural Innovation and Social Capital
lnnovative collective action by rural communities with substantial social
capital, that is, communities with an effective capacity to work together to
solve common problems, is a third essential condition for sustainable rural
livelihoods. Many aspects of agroecosystem health can be successfully
managed only through collective action. This is clearly the case for common
resources like water or forests. Like wise, problems of soil erosion or pest
management often cannot be efJectively managed at the leve! of the
individual small farro .
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Collective action can greatly enhance agricu ltu ra ! competitiveness. Even
when small farmers are competitive in producing a crop, higher transaction
costs in marketing often reduces their overall competitiveness. Collective
community cooperation in obtaining information on markets and technology
can do much to promote competitiveness amo ng small farmers, thereby
co ntributing to sustainable rural livelihoods.
Finally, effective community ac tion removes sorne imponant dimensions
of p overty besides low cash in come. Many rural areas are poor not just
because they lack cash but because th ey cannot mee t basic needs, like
access to education, clean drin king water , and health services. Community
action to meet these needs is often critica! to sustainin g liveli hoods in rural
areas.
Community action can be enhanced to create social capital, an asset that
can provide a variety o f supportive mechanisms for enhancing rura l
Jivelihoods. Local or indigenous knowledge is a majar resource in su pporting
community action. Farmers participating in agricultur a! research can help
identify, adapt, and d iffuse improved production tech nology to enhance
competitiveness. Community action to identify market opportunities and
organize cooperatively to access markets can be essentia l to developing and
seizing new opportunities to improve competitive ness.
Community management both of pests and of natural resources such as
soils, water, land, and biodivers ity, can be c ritical for agroecosystem health.
Information on ma rke t participation, resource management, and technology
use can increasingly be obtained through new commu nications media that
link, at relatively low costs, rural com m un ities with t h e global information
system. Access to such infor mation is now commonplace among large wellcapitalized farmers in high-income countries but in the rural tropics is
lacking for individual farmers. However, obtaining access is eminently
feasible at the community leve!, for example, through local telecenters.

Community cooperation
in obtaining infonnation
on markets and
technology can do much
to promote
competitiveness among
s mall fanners, thereby
contributing to
su stainable rural
livelihoods.

CIAT h as a long track record of research in areas th at con t ribute to the
formation of social capital. This includes research on farmer participatory
research methods, methods for establishing successful rural agroenterprises,
and d ecision tools and organizational models for community watershed and
resource management. CIAT will focus on stra tegic research on these issues,
while implementation will be carried out by national partn ers in development
projects.

Science for Development

--------------------

CJA T 's Core Competencies

S

ustainable rural livelihoods comprise the core of CIAT's vision. To
achieve them depends on three essential conditions: agricultura!
competitiveness, agroecosyste m health, and rural innovation. Science is the
c ri tica! instrument that CIAT will e mploy to help realize these essential
conditions.

Science has the power to create new knowledge and technology that
enable people to salve problems, discover new opportunities, and improve
their welfare. In pa rticular, as has been noted above, scientific advances in
the fie lds of biotechnology, agroecology, and informatics for complex systems
analysis all offer the prospect of new opportunities to overcome the persistent
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problems of environme n tal degradation and human poverty. Of cou rse,
science alone cannot attain sustainable rural livelihoods. But when
accompanied by other important conditions-political, social, and
eco nomic-scientific knowledge and technology can con tribute significantly
to this vision for the fu ture.
CIAT's scientific research over the last 30 years has contributed to
sustainable rural livelihoods in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. These
contribu tions ha ve come from diverse fields, including genetic enha n cement
of crops and forages, new systems for pest control and soiJ management, and
new approaches to participatory research, and rura l agroenterprises to more
effectively use the social capita l of rural communities.
Through t hese efforts, CIAT has acquired a multidisci plinary staff
composed of scientists who are experienced with the problems of tropical
agricuJture and natural resources, an up-to-date infrastructure of scientific
laboratories and facilities for such research, and a ric h experience in
research collaboration with partners. These researc h partnerships enable
CIAT scientists to work with an extensive worldwide scientific n etwork,
including n ationa1 progra ms in developing countries, advanced resea rch
organizations (AROs) in high-income countries, and other international
centers. These assets of scientists, infrastructure, a web of longstanding
partnerships, and a culture of using a systems approach to multidisciplinary
science al! combine to give C IAT a special capacity to conduct scientific
research to enhance s u stainable rura llivelihoods in poor tropical countries.
ClAT proposes to nouris h five core scien tific competencies as its Iongterm assets for workin g toward sustainable rural livelihoods. Each core
competency is composed of a critica! mass of scie ntis ts in related disciplines
supported by appropriate infrastructure.
• Agrobíodíversity and genetics
• Ecology and management of pests and diseases
Soil ecology and management
• Spatial Ana1ysís
• Socioeconomic analysis
These core scien tific compete n cies will be deployed to implementan
evolving agenda that is always focu sed on reaching s u s tainable rura l
livelihoods. These core competen cies function as scie ntific communities,
bringing together scientists of specialized but interrela ted skills. CIAT's set of
core competen cies need s to be selected both in te rms of their pote n tia!
impact on achieving sustainable rural livelihoods and CIAT's ability to deliver
that impact. This depends on a variety of factors, including past expe rience,
existing institutional and human capacities, and complementa rity with
partner organizations. To continue making cutting-ed ge scientific
contributions, CIAT must choose core competencies that h ave significa nt
scop e for scientific advance. Furthermore, these core competencies s hould be
interrelated and mutually reinforcing. They mus t be ch osen for their
complementarity and their effectiveness w hen d eployed together in an
integrated fashion toward the vision of achieving sustainable rural livelihoods
in t he low-income tropics. Figure 1 illustrates how t hese five competencies
mutually interact to improve s u s ta ined ruraJlivelihoods.
These core scien tific competencies are among the most enduring a nd
stable elements in the ins titution because, a lthough specific problems are
resolved over time, the capacity for proble m solving, including n ew problems
that may emerge, is embodied in the core competen cies. As science
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advances, thc core competencies themselves must evolve. New skills will be
needed, together with new scientific equipment. Keeping the human and
physical capital of CIAT's core competencies up-to-date will be a major
concern for research leadership at CIAT.

Agrobiodivers ity and Gene tics
Genetic improvement and agrobiodiversity contribute directly to both
agricultura ! competitiveness and agroecosystem health. Participatory work
with small farm ers con sistently finds that the first innovation in agricultura!
production that most small farmers seek is improved germplasm of their
staple crops. Their second priority is novel germplasm for new incomegenerating c rops. Genetic improvement uses conserved and characterized
agrobiodiversity to enhance human health, crop productivity, plant health,
and soil health. Rapid scientific advances in both molecular biology and
ecology have greatly increased the understanding of the complex
agrobiodiversity found in crops' centers of origin, thereby leading to the
design of more efficient strategies for conservation and genetic improvement,
which are especially important components of agricu ltura! competitiveness in
the tropics.
Expanding knowledge of genes and genomes, using molecular genetics
and in sorne cases t ransgenic technologies, can greatly improve the efficiency
of breeding by overcoming previously intractable constraints to genetic
d iversity. Such tec hnologies, integrated with on-going breeding activities, will
help address the challenges posed by climatic change and other stresses
such as drough t, soil degradation, and soil acidity. Furthermore, these
technologies create significant new opportunities for better conserving and
exploiting t he genetic diversity of cu ltivated germplasm, wild ancestors, a nd
close relatives of domesticated crops to ach ieve severa! important plant
improvement objectives. A lot of naturally occurring genetic diversity was
bypassed durin g the domestication of wild plants into crops. This diversity,
which has not been included in breeding efforts, w ill have huge impact, once
introdu ced .

Partícipatory work wíth
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~-------
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management

Sustainable rural
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.....

?

....

Analysis of
spatial information

Socioeconomic
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Ecology and
manageme nt of pests
and diseases

Figure l. Core scientific competencies for attaining sustainable rural livelihoods in
low-income tropical countries.
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Considerable scope exists for genetic improvement in yield; added-value
traits, including quality characteristics such as nutritional value; resistance
to pests and diseases; and a daptation to environmental stresses.
Participatory approaches will help identi.fy key farmer criteria for genetic
improvement. Besides being an important too! for crop improvement,
agrobiodiversity studies of plant pests and pathogens and beneficia! soil
organisms will contribute significantly to improved plant and soil health. New
approaches to geographic information systems (GIS) will help target improved
germplasm to specific biophysícal and socioeconomic environments.
Genetic improvement will continue being deployed with a set of
management practíces that take into account issues of productivity and
agroecosystem health. Improved genetic material will be best used through
management with an agroecological perspectíve, for example, to prevent
breakdown in pest resistance and reduce pesticide use. Greater emphasis
will be devoted to develop germplasm that requires less agrochemical input
and is better adapted to contrasting environmental conditions. To
accomplish these objectives, CIAT will establish the needed partnerships to
develop strategic research capacity in areas related to gene expression, gene
function, gene cloning, and bioinformatics, and their integratíon with crop
and forage ímprovement. CIAT will also maintain its strong emphasis on
training and technology transfer.
Partnerships have always been essential to CIAT's development,
conservation, and deployrnent of improved germplasm. Public agricultura!
research institutes have long been the principal partners for thís purpose.
However, in tropical countries, the nongovernmental sector is now playing an
increasing role in the development and dístribution to farmers of improved
crop varieties. These institutions include growers' associations, small-scale
farmer or community enterprises, local and national seed businesses, and
commercial seed companies
At the same time, prívate companíes are playing a majar and growing role
in global agricultura! research. They are obtaining growíng control over
genetic improvement methods and intermediate products. Future public
capacity in the low-income tropical countries to contribute to genetic
improvement will increasingly depend on access to these prívate assets.
Partnerships with a variety of quasipublic and prívate institutions will
become increasingly important if CIAT is to obtain access to privatized
technologies, to e nsure the freedom of delivering improved germplasm, and
to complement longstanding partnerships with public agricultura! research
institutions. In this context, CIAT will pursue innovative initiatives to develop
its own intellectual property portfolio in collaboration with partners, and will
make this intellectual property available to ensure the achievement of its
mission. CIAT will also work with its partners to address the increasingly
complex issues of biosafety and intellectual property rights.
As noted above, the second priority of farmers is novel germplasm for
new income-generating crops. Currently, poor farmers in the tropics have
little idea of which novel crops could potentially be introduced into their
farming systems, especially in the case of exotic crops whose center of origin
is in other continents. Such crops are often potentially the most promising
new alternatives. CIAT could play an important role in ensuring that local
organizations can obtain information on germplasm of potential interest in
their region of influence and a lso to assist them in making the necessary
contacts to obtain that germplasm.
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Ecology and Management of Pests and Diseases
Biological pests-arthropods, bacteria, fungi , and viruses-cause imme nse
losses in agricultura! production and pos tharvest handling, thereby lowering
productivity, redu cing incomes of poor fa rmers, and undermining their
agricu ltura! competitiveness. Farmers' efforts to a rrest the often highly visible
da mage wrou ght by pests increase production costs, particula rly through the
u se of toxic pesticides that often not only fail to effectively reduce crop losses,
but also lead to escalating and worsening pest damage. Moreove r,
inappropriate pesticide use is a m ajor cause of huma n health problems for
farmers, rura l communities, and urba n consumers. In addition, negative
impact on the environme nt a nd biodiversity is the common consequ e nce of
ina ppropriate pest management. Fina lly, as farmers in tropical countries
increasingly attempt to take advantage of the high -income opportunities in
global ma rkets for high-valuc fruits a nd vegetablcs, they a re finding that
ineffective pest control strategies can deny them access to these marke ts.
Ecologically sound disease-and -pest manageme nt can contribu te directly
to improved agricu ltura! compe titiveness, a nd agroecosyste m and human
hea lth, while innovations in the social capital of community action are often
required to achieve ecologically effective pest management. Communities of
s mall farmers, especia lly, o fte n fínd the effective red u ction of pest
populations on a single plot or farm difficult. Scie ntific advances o ffer
promising alterna tives to the classic pesticide-based control packages that
h ave so often failed. These a lte matives include h ost-plant resis tance,
biological control, and new ma nageme nt practices for h a bi tats, crops, a nd
soils.

Scientific advances offer
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A systems approach to pest m a n age ment is an overriding c hallenge and
requires an understanding of the interactions between h ost-pla nt a nd pest
gen etics to d evelop c rops w ith stable resistance. Strategic d e ployment of crop
genetic d ivers ity will o ften be crucial, and can now be enhanced by better
unde rstanding both h ost-plant and pest ge netics at the molecular leve!.
Molecular characteriza tion of pests can help interpret their epidemiology a nd
ecology. Likewise, understanding the behavioral interactions between pest
p opulations and their natural or introduced enemies can offer more effective
s trategies for the biological control of pests. Ha bita t, crop, a nd soil
m a n ageme nt practices can ma ke s ignifican t contribution s to pest and
disease ma n agement, but improvi ng these practices requires not only an
unde rs ta nding of the n atural a nd biological systems involved, but also of the
socioeconomic system in which farmers must make manageme nt decis ions.
Rapid advances in seve ra! related a rcas, including molecula r gen e tics,
pathology, agricultura! ecology, entomology, a nd virology, mean that a
community of research e rs in this core competency will ha ve great
opportunities to significantly contribute to agricultura! competitiveness and
agroecosystem health.

Soil Ecology and Management
Soil is fundame ntal to agric u ltura! compe titiveness. Agric u ltura! productivity
depends critically on soil health and fe rtili ty. Unsustainable soil management
practices that degrade soils by depleting nutrients, redu cin g soil biological
activity a nd biodivers ity, and causing soil e rosion, compaction , a nd
acidification all worse n agroccosystem h ealth a nd productivity.
Unsus taina ble soil management n ot only direc tly a ffects the farm, but also
the e ntire watershed. Soil erosion h as se rious off-site consequences that
affect oth er sectors such as urban wa ter supply and hydroelectric energy
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generation. Similarly, the heavy use of inorganic fertilizers has led to scrious
off-site environmental problems in industrialized countries. However, the
major concem of poor tropical countries today is not just to avoid these
environmental problems but also, and more urgently for rurallivelihoods, to
find ways of maintaining and increasing soil fertility and thus improving crop
productivity and agricultural compctitiveness.
Society places additional value on soil for the ecological services that it
provides in watershed systems such as regulation of water supplies and
quality, and bioremediation of contaminants. There is increasing concern
over the soil' s ability to cope with rapid changes in land use (resilience) and
incrcased interest in the soil's role as a carbon sink in mitigatin g global
climatic changes. lnevitably, trade-offs must be considered whcn soils are
used by different stakeholders at the watershed scale, thus requiring
multidisciplinary approaches. The concept of managing soils wilh these
trade-offs in mind is relatively new because of the previously fragmented
disciplinary approach taken to soil management.
Soil is vicwed today as a living system that integrates biology, chemistry,
and physics. Emphasis is given to the biological management of soil fertility
through a better understanding of, for example, the Oow of nutrients through
plants and soil biota. Soil structure and fertility can be improved through the
management of crop residues, green manure, and soil biological activity.
Because farmers manage soils and crops, their decisions are clearly crucial
to soil health. Thus, decision-support systems and soil and water quality
indicators for use by fanners are essential for resource conservation and
productivity enhancement.
As well as being an important dimension of agroecosystem health, soil
health is critical to crop productivity and thus to agricultural
competitiveness. Soil as the source of plant nutrients is a major and critical
delerminant of crop productivity. Nutrient-deficient plants are more prone to
pathogens and pests. Moreover, many serious plant pests and pathogens are
soilbome, and their behavior is also affected by soil conditions. Soil also
carries beneficial organisms that promote crop nutrition. Previous research
on tropical soils tended to focus on separate factors, but the soil health
approach requires an integrated m anagement of crops, soils, and soil biota.
Soil biology is therefore central to this integrated approach , affecting both
soil and plant health.
Soil biodiversity and its role in agroecosystem function have been largely
ignored in the past. However, the application of molecula r techniques and
the ability to isolate nucleic acids from soils has open ed up new frontiers for
detailed studies on microbial diversity and its functions. Soil biota is being
studied in terms of (1) functional groups and their roles in agroecosystem
processes, such as the regulation of nutrient availability to plants and
maintenance of soil structure, and (2) comprising a source of new genes and
organisms of value to biotechnology.
lntegrated approaches to plant and soil h ealth aim to reduce crop losses
to pests and diseases and to improve plant nutrition through a combination
of genetic improvement, m a nagement by ecological principies, and targeted
use of measures such as natural enemies, biopesticides, and judicious use of
selected chemicals.
Soil management compon ents must be a p a rt of an agroecological
strategy that highlights the conservation and enhancement of local natural
resources, especially in "hot spots: that is, in arcas with high risk of
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------ ------------------degradation. Strong e mphas is is placed on developing methodologies that
e ncou rage participation a nd collective action, use o f local knowledge, a nd
a dapta tion of fa rm enterprises to local d emands, conditions, a nd
opportunities.
Curre nt and future research on better soil manage me nt a nd hea lth will
focus on more integrated a pproaches that combine the sciences of soil
biology, physics, a nd chemistry with c rop ma n agement. Strong inte raction
with social sciences will a lso help incorporate a m u lti-stakeholder pers pective
to achieve better rural livelihoods.

Analysís of Spatíal Information
Spatial analysis involves a strong researc h a nd developmen t linkage through
the imple menta tion, monitoring, a nd evaluation of adaptive management of
land and other resources in key agroecosystems. The goal is to produce more
from less land a nd at lower risk to the environment. The need to combine
goals of sustainable la nd use with competitive agricultu re requ ires better
policy a nd decision maki n g a t severa! scales. Issues of com petitiven ess and
agroecosystem hea lth must be integrated in an uncertain spatial and
temporal context that reflects diverse ecological, socia l, and econom ic
fu nctions.
Such a n approach requires decis ion-support tools and models for
a nalyzing differe n t options and their trade-offs, taking into account both
agroecosystem health a nd agricultura ( competitiveness at different scales.
Ra pid advances in the provision a nd handling of spatial information,
combined with pa rt icipatory approaches to planning, offer new oppo rtun ities
fo r innovation in the areas of risk analysis, decision support, and action
resea rc h .
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At the field level, crop models can be u sed to appraise h ow improved
germplasm or c h anged ma n ageme nt can affect productivity, as well as
critica! resou rces s u ch as soil and water. At the farm level, Iand management
models can a ppraise h ow new options can affect the use of economic
resources in the farm system and h ow this a ffects employ me nt, income,
productivity, and n a tu ral resource qu a lity. Using GIS, farm performance can
be scaled up to the watershed Ievel, a nd collective action modeled to examine
issues o f resource use, including degra dation or enhancement.
At the regional level the most promising crop species for specific socioecological niches can be identified. Exotic species with high incomegenera tion pote ntia l can t h e n b e evaluated for their ad a ptabili ty befo re costly
a nd risky plant introduction are made. Land manage ment models, whether
a t la ndscape, n a tion a l, or regional scales, explore la nd u se a nd
environme ntal consequen ces o f agricultu re while incorporating a fulle r
con s ide r ation of issues su ch as accessibility, investment in infrastructure,
s patia l econ omics, a nd off-site effects.
Effective land management thu s requires the d evelopme n t of decisio nsupport tools that integrate crop models, farm-level economic decisions, GIS
approach es to land management a t different scales and the analysis of
interactions a mon g scales, a nd economic models of market behavior. These
tools pe rmit t h e identification of symptoms such as lack of competitiven ess
or poor agroecosystem hea lth, while diagnosing the often mu tually interactive
rela tionships among cau ses a nd consequences to ultimately appraise
inte rventions that may remedy imbala n ces. Using such models as decision s upport tools can thu s pe rmit the a nalysis of the limi tations and potential of
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land use in priority agroecosystems, providing frameworks for analyzing land
use dynamics and using indicators of sustainability. Scenarios with options
for sustainable land management can be developed at multiple scales and
made available to interested stakeholders. Impact of innovations can be
simulated with models and monitored through a combination o f field
measurements, surveys, and, in sorne cases, satellite images.
While partners in NARS will b e the users of sorne tools, such as c rop
models or indicators, new partnerships with public institutions and NGOs
concerned more with resource management, especially ata regiona l or
spatiallevel rather than at the c rop level, will be key to facilitating improved
resource management. User-friendly interfaces for models and databases
must be developed to becom e important assets for these partners.
Furthermore, training of professionals in the use of decision-supp ort tools
and scenario-building methods will be essential. Data must be transformed
into information, and information into actions that wi ll achieve desired
impact.
Research on land management will be especially complementary to other
CIAT core competencies. The diagnosis and monitoring part of management
will be based on the acquisition and analysis of socioeconomic data and of
the biophysical data needed to evaluate agroecosystem h ealth (indicators of,
for example, soil quality, agrobiodiversity, and insect populations), in
collaboration with scientists from the other competencies. Targeting
improved germplasm; prioritizing agrobiodiversity conservation efforts; and
managing soils, pests, and diseases a ll h ave a land management dimension
that will benefit from integration of data and analysis between speciaJjsts in
land management and those of the other core competencies.
Land management, especially in relation to the integrated management of
watershed resources and spatial analysis, addresses the question, "What can
or should be done with the natural a nd human resources of a spatially
defined area or landscape over time to provide sustainable human
livelihoods?" This question provides an entry point to analysis of different
alternatives for land use and the trade-offs among them, sorne of which may
not be agricultural. The issue of how to maintain or regenerate n atural
systems so that food and environmental services are provided on a
sustainable basis is central to this type of analysis.

Socioeconomic Analysis
Socioeconomic analysis provides methods for understanding how individua l
farmers and communities make decisions that are crucial to attaining
agricultura! competitiveness, agroecosystem health, and rural social capital.
Decisions about which crops or varieties to grow or h ow to manage pests,
soils, and land are all conditioned by farmers' objectives and resource
constraints. Innovations in germplasm and pest, soil, or land management
can be successful only if they correspond to the objectives and constraints of
individual farm managers or communities. Consequently, understandin g
socioeconomic perspectives is key to setting the design parameters for
innovations and for evaluating and assessing the impact of CIAT research
outputs. In addition to outputs such as publications, models, databases, and
policy recommendations, social scientists will contribute to the production of
guidelines, manuals, and training materials for partners.
A broad range of conceptual and m ethodological capabilities will be
required to meet these needs. Sorne of these can be provided by partner
organizations, allowing CIAT to focus on a few strategic areas. The Center will
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focus its social-science capacity in the areas of (1) organizational and
institutional analyses; (2) multiscale and mult i-actor modeling of agriculture
and la nd use decisions and outcomes; (3) generation and management of
local knowledge; and (4) monitoring, evaluation, and assessment of impact.
Many of CIAT's research goals a nd outputs are directly related co the
ability of people to manage their resou rces in a more sustainable way. From
integrated pest m a nagement to commu n ity wa tershed management,
achieving impact often depends on the abilíty and willingness of individua ls
to work together. Cooperation often requires forgoing short-terrn individual
gains for the sake of greater, but less certain, personal and social benefits in
the longer terrn. Social scientists have a critica! role to play in characterizing
institutional and organizational contexts, including the incentives, options,
a nd outcomes available to individuals and groups, and in determining how
they will affect the adoption and impact of a technology or other ínnovation.
How individuals perceive their o ptions and the poten tia! returns to
cooperation versus individual action is often embedded in past experience
a nd in social and cultural n orrns, as well as in the expected economic costs
and benefits associated with different actions.
While individua ls and groups base their decisions on a broad range o f
criteria, the basic decision- making process considers both benefits and costs,
and actions and the ir consequ ences. In managing natural resources,
individuals often find it difficult to know what the consequences of their
actions will be, in eith er the short or long term . Assessing the consequences
of many individual decisions is even more complex. One way of improving the
a bility of individua ls and communities to assess the consequences of their
decis ions is through modeling. Inc reasing computing capacity, more and
better data, and u ser-friendly interfaces will help scientists work with
stakeholders to produ ce more useful models at different levels and scales.
Social science analyses of objectives, incentives, and constraints at
individual and sociallevels can contribute to the relevance of such models,
and en hance their abili ty to provide useful insights for policy.
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organizational contexts,
including the incentives,
options, a nd outcomes
available to individuals
and groups.

Understanding farmers' traditional p ractices and knowledge, and ways to
incorporate such knowledge with in the p rocess of developing innovations is
useful not only to develop more a ppropriate technologies but also to enhance
the ability of stakeholders to better man age natural environments and the
genetic diversity within them. Advances in agricultura! anthropology, othe r
social sciences, and GIS will make contributions to these areas. Partners
such as NGOs, NARS, and AROs often have detailed knowledge about
specific resources and/ or regions, alth ough none is typically en gaged in
systema tic comparison and extraction of lessons that are relevant to
developíng technologies or policies.
Fina lly, a major contribution of social sciences at CIAT will be to monitor,
evalua te, and assess impact. Although ClAT has a stron g capacity to
estímate econ omic impact, changes over the past decade in CIAT's goals,
methods, outputs, fundi n g environment, and partnerships h a ve resulted in a
dra matic increase in the need for evaluation and assessment. Donors a re
demanding more evidence of impact and of shifts in types of impact from
produc tion and inco me to improved sustaina bility and reduced poverty.
Conventional economic impact a nalysis is proving unsatis factory for
ac hieving these latter objectives, a nd n ew assessment tools and
communication strategies are needed. Research outpu ts now not only
include germplasm and manage ment practices, but also information,
decision-support tools, data bases, methodologies, a nd organizational
practices. The complexity, process orientation, and long-term horizon
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associated with such ou tputs requir e new conceptual and empírica! models
and methods for their evaluation. Such methods will clearly require
multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder efforts to design and implement.
C IAT's comparative advantage líes in advancing knowledge, developing
methods, and systematizing experiences to identify lessons learned. C IAT will
conduct action research with partners that have specific development
objectives and for whom methods and information will be needed . CIAT will
not, however, attempt to achieve development objectives other than asan
outcome of collaboration with partners. Actual field-level development will be
facilitated by partners supported by CIAT training, methods, and information
resources. CIAT and partners will monitor and evaluate impact together.

A Research Agenda for
Sustainable Rural Livelihoods
Principies f or Setting the Agenda

L

ed by the vision of sustainable rural livelihoods that was derived from
its mission, CIAT will deploy its research competencies to produce knowledge
and technology that will con tribute to achieving agricu ltu ra! competitiveness,
agroecosystem health, and social capital for rural innovation. The research
agenda will evolve over time as solutions are found to specific challenges and
as new challenges and opportunities emerge with advances in science and
with changes in the conditions of competition, n atural resources, and
socioeconomic context.
Thus, the general strategy outlined in this Strategic Plan will be
implemented through Medium-Term Plans that will specify detailed research
objectives, organizational structure, and resource assignments. These
Medium-Term Plans will cover spans of 3 years, and will perrnit periodic
adjustment of the research plan, organization, and resource allocation.
Because the elements of an appropriate research agenda for CIAT will
inevitably evolve through different Medium-Term Plans, we must set out the
principies that guide the implementation and adjustment of CIAT' s research
agenda.
Identification, with partners, of priority problems limiting sustainable
rurallivelihoods is of central importance. Partn ers in n ational programs,
fanner organizations, and community-based organizations have a close
firsthand familiarity with the constraints to sustainable rural livelihoods and
the elements needed from research to overcome these constraints. CIAT will
work with these partners in different regions as they set their priorities and
research agenda, and CIAT's own research agenda will be formed in relation
to them.
Identification of new opportunities presented by advances in science will
also be important. Constant interchange with scientists in AROs is crucia l to
identifying new scientific tools and methods. Such interchange will be a
major function of CIAT's core scientific competencies.
Having identified problems or opportunities in consultation with partners
and through interna! analysis, the contribution to CIAT's mission of
overcoming these problems or exploiting these opportunities needs to be
assesscd. These appraisals of contribution to agricultu ra! competitiveness,
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agroecosystem health , and rural socia l capital will be itself a subject of C lAT
research a nd will be based on quantitative analysis where possible. But the
Cente r will undertake research in promising areas, even if unce rtainties exist
abou t the potential outcomes or difficulties in their estimation .
Resea rch problems or opponunities that contribute substa ntia lly to
sustainable rural livelihoods h ave to be assessed in terms of feasibility. This
constitutes first an appraisal of C lAT's capacity to undertak e the proposed
research through its core competencies. Research that falls outside of the
Center's competencies is best left to oth er pa rtners to conduct. Moreover,
where alternative s uppliers are better placed to research a pa rticular issue or
where CIAT does not have the capacity, CIAT will seek the active participation
of partne rs in order to avoid counterproductive duplication or competition.
Additionally, the fundability of the research h as to be evaluated.
S take holder willingness to invest in researc h is a significant criterion of
feasibility, especially as an increasing pro po rt ion of CIAT's resources is likely
to come through restricted or targeted funding to support specific lines of
researc h . Ultimately, a ll elements of the researc h agenda must have effective
demand through stakeholde r resou rce commit me nt, eithe r as pa rt of the
global CGIAR agenda or through contract fu nding.
Commitme nt of research part n ers in n ational programs or AROs to
coproduce a research result with CIAT will be an important criterion fo r
establishin g CIAT's research agenda. Partner comm itment is not only a
va luable confirmation of the importance of a research issue, but also contains
an element of cost sharing, whic h makes imple menting researc h more
feas ible. Thus, researc h partners hips will be a h ighly important part of setting
ClAT's research agenda. Only a very s ma ll part of ClAT's research is exp ected
to take place outside the framework of a real working partnership.

Global and Regional Dimensions of CIA T's Research Agenda

CIAT will seek the active
participation of partners
in order to avoid
counterproducti ve
duplication or
comp etition .

CIAT's research program is designed in the context of a global system for
agric ultura! research, known as the Future Harvest Centers of the CGIAR.
Because ClAT is part of this global system, much of its research will h ave a
globa l orie n tation, for example, in the conservation of gene tic resources or
d eployment of methods like participatory research. The global elements of the
the Center's research agenda will link with r egional research n eeds, a nd CIAT
will tailor both its global and regional researc h activities to regional research
agendas.
Of particular importance will be the priorities of Latín America and the
Caribbean . CIAT is located in this region and will continue being particularly
committed to responding to its challenges. However, in addition to its global
germplasm research and its regional strategy for Latín America and the
Caribbean, ClAT will a lso h ave specific strategies for t h e uplands of Asia a nd
t he midelevation agroecosystems o f eastern a nd southern Africa. Thus, CIAT
will work closely with partners in these three regions when develo ping its
global and regional research activities.
In the con text of C IAT's vision of sustain a ble rural livelihood, its
experience, and the ma ndates o f oth er centers in the CGIAR system, the
mida ltitude hillsides of Central America and the Andes will comprise the
priority agroecosystem, thereby enabling CIAT to a ddress a significant portion
of rural poverty in Latín America. This focus a lso treats an e nvironment that
is potentia lly highly productive but wh ich is clearly fragile and s ubject to
seriou s degradation if natura l resources are mis ma naged . Resource
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degradation in this agroecosystem can a lso have severe off-site effects
downstream. The focus on hillsides also builds on and extends the
orientation of ClAT's previous Strategic Plan for the 1990s.
Many of the problems and crops of the Latin American hillsides have very
strong commonalities with midaltitude agroecosystems in eastem and
southem Africa and with Asian uplands. These regions have comparable or
greater numbers of poor than are found in the Latin American hillsides. Their
environments are of similar importance, and are equally vulnerable to
degradation. Given the priority assigned by the CGIAR to tackling poverty in
Africa and Asia, where the greatest numbers of poor are, and given ClAT's
current research portfolio and that of the other CGIAR centers, it ma kes
sense for ClAT to orient its crop improvement and NRM research to include
the problems of these regions, thus taking up a global approach to tropical
hillside agriculture.

Global Research Outputs
Key elements of the CIAT research agenda have a global reach to promote
competitive agriculture, agroecosystem health, and rural innovation.
Research on beans, cassava, and tropical forages can enhance agricultura!
competitiveness wherever these crops are grown. Research on NRM for
hillside environments likewise contributes to agroecosystem health in the
well-watered midaltitude tropics of Latin America, Asia, and eastern a nd
southem Africa. Research on participatory research a nd rural
agroenterprises should lead to methodologies that foster social capital for
rural innovation and have potential for worldwide use .

Competitive agriculture
Genetic resources conservation, characterization, and enhancement will be a
major global output of CIAT contributing to competitive agriculture. Within
the global system of the Future Harvest centers, ClAT has long had global
mandates for conservation and improvement of germplasm of common
beans, cassava, and tropical forages for humid and subhumid environments.
Genetic improvement will increasingly be based on the use of new tools from
biotechnology, especially molecular markers that accelerate breeding and the
introgression of new traits from \vild ancestors and closely related species to
broaden the genetic base of crop cultivars.

Beans: Bean improvement will be closely linked to research networks in
eastern and southern Africa, Central America, and the Andean region.
Expected results include highly productive climbing beans for small farmers
in warm environments; improved germplasm adapted to systems exposed to
drought; higher levels of iron for improved nutritional quality, especially
relevant to women's health; and advanced material in commercially attractive
grain types. Mexico and Brazil will remain important partners. They have
substantial breeding capacity and will take advantage of germplasm
characterized and enhanced at CIAT. Increased collaboration will be sought
with the genetic improvement programs of other Future Harvest centers
working on grain legumes.
Cassava: Cassava improvement will focus on making ita competitive
altemative for resource-poor farmers wanting to enter new markets,
including those for starches and animal feed. Priority will be placed on both
increased competitiveness through reduced production costs and improved
product quality in terms of contents of starch and vitamin A (which is needed
to help overcome nutrient deficiencies and improve human health). Through
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the Cassava Biotechnology Network founded by ClAT , advanced laboratories
a nd national programs will be drawn into a coordjnated effort that uses the
most advanced techniques available for cassava improvement. The Latín
American and Caribbean Consortium to Support Cassava Research and
Developme nt (CLAYUCA) will be a n important pa rt n er, together with the
prívate sector and growers.
Furthermore, C IAT wiH participate with CIP and liTA in the lntercenter
Roots and Tube rs Research Committee to h arm onize Future Ha rvest Centers'
research on roots a nd tubers. liTA will a lso b e a major strategic partner for
cassava research in Africa. Asia will be an important region for cassava
research, where the demand for cassava is diversifying and has great growth
potential. Brazil's large n ational cassava research program will be a leading
partner in Latín America. New systems for transferring genes will also be
impor tant. For example, genetic tra nsformation may be much more effective
than conventional plant breeding to m a ke u se of desirable genes within the
cassava gene pool.

Tropicalforages: Tropical forages researc h will yield mu ltipurpose grass
and legume germplasm with global potentia l fo r u se as a nimal feed,
production of organic material to enhance nutrien t cycling, and recuperation
of degraded lands or use as a soil cover or barrier crop to arrest soil erosion.
Focus will be mainly on smallholder systems in the hillside agroecosystems
of Latín America, Africa, and Asia. Neve rtheless, multipurpose grasses and
legumes, including h e rbaceou s and s hrubby species, also have important
potential in other agroecosystems, especially the savannas and forest
margins. Within the context of t h e global system of Future Harvest centers,
ClAT's forage mandate will be for species ad apted to the subhu mid or humid
tropics and its forage research will continue to be closely linked to t he CGlAR
Systemwide Livestock Program based a t lLRl.

Agroecosystem h ealth

Tropical forages
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Improving agroecosys tem hea lth in tegrates n atural resource manageme n t
research with (1 ) CIAT's global work on agricu ltural competitiveness through
improving germplas m of beans, cassava, and forages; and (2) C IAT's researc h
on rural innovation that focuses o n p a rtici patory methods and
agroenterprises. To integrate these various dimensions of sustaina ble rural
livelihoods, ClAT's global NRM research focuses o n soils, integrated pest
management, and land management.

Soil health: CIAT conve n es th e CGlAR Systemwide Soil, Water , and
Nutrient Management (SWNM) Program. This program links soil research a t
key ecoregional si tes to e nhance research efficiency of the cente rs and their
partners and reduce duplication by using common me thods, databases, and
mod els across regions. Resea rc h outpu ts include soil management
technologies, together with indicators and methods to monitor t heir
enviro nmenta l and socioeconomic impact. CIAT's global research
concentrates o n selecti ng resource-use-efficie nt crop and forage germplasm
for hills ide agroecosystems, and on developing manage me n t systems for crop
residues a nd green manure to e nha nce nutrient cycling, improve soil
s tructure, and reduce erosion in the hillsides. For this research, a strategic
ally is the TSBF, whic h h as n a tion a l pa rtners in the midaltitude system s of
eastern a nd southe rn Africa.
Integrated pest managem ent: Within the CGlAR Systemwide Program
on Integrated Pest Management, CIAT lead s a consortium for research on the
whitefly, a globally important pes t. This researc h integr ales research on the
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pest itself, the viruses for which it is a vector, resistan t germplasm, a nd pest
management options. Overcoming this pest would con tribute both to
agroecosystem health through reduced pesticide use and to agricultura!
competitiveness through reduced losses to the pest and the viruses it
transmits.

Land management: CIAT's global a pproach to integrated natural
resource management research takes a landscape management approach.
Improved resource management for agroecosystem health requires
environmental sustainability indicators, decision-support systems, and tools
for extrapolation. CIAT convenes the Consortium on Spatial Information for
Agricultura! Research , which seeks to strengthen synergies among F'uture
Harvest centers in theír r esearch on GIS. CIAT's own research includes,
among other elements, the development of methods to under stand poverty
from a spatial perspective and models to understand the effects of global
climatic change on tropical agriculture.

Rural innovation and social capital
Participatory research: Research on participatory methods develops
techniques that can globally promote social capital for rural innovation.
Research has focused on developing approaches to participatory plant
breeding and participatory NRM that have had wide applicability. The
methods developed are flexible and allow for considerable adaptation to local
circumstances. Strategic research on these methods and their effective n ess
is of priority and is conducted through the COlAR Systemwide Participatory
Research and Gender Analysis (PROA) Program, coordinated by CIAT. These
methods will be disseminated globally through the Future Harves t centers
and other p a rtne rs.
Agroenterprises: Likewise, research to develop methodologies for
designing and establishing small rural agroenterprises that link ma rket
opportunities and processing technologies with environme ntally sound
production practices will produce principies that can be applied globally.
Emphasis is on methods and d ecision-making tools a nd on training n ation a l
personnel to ensure their broad use a nd dissemination. These research
outputs will contribute not only to fostering rural innovation, but also to
com petitive agriculture by broadening small farmers' access to growing
markets for high ~value products. Primary users of these outputs are
technical personnel in rural development and rural policy makers. This work
is closely linked with tha t o f other Future Harvest centers, in particular, with
CIP in Asia and liTA a nd ICRAF in Africa.

Regional Strategy f or Latín America and the Caribbean
CIAT's global research outputs are highly relevant to Latin America and, in
fact, initially entered CIAT's research age nda because of their importance to
the region. However, research that is specifica lly targeted to Latín Ame rica
and the Caribbean forms an a dditional pa rt of CIAT's r esearch strategy. This
research concentrates on rice and tropical frui ts, and the Amazon Ba s in and
savannas agroecosystems. While CIAT focu ses on strategic research,
adaptive research and technology transfer rernain irnportant tasks for
national systerns.

Rice
Rice is the rnost irnportant food grain for tropical America, and rice research
is of high priority to the region. Partnerships with rice growers and the
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prívate sector play a n importan t part in financing and implementing a
regional rice program through the La tín American and Caribbean Fund for
Irrigated Rice (FLAR). Likewise, CIAT has a strategic partnership with the
government of Colombia, which s upports rice research through the Ministry
of Agriculture and Rural Development. Similar partnerships are being
developed with other countries in the region. C IRAD (France) is another
important str ategic partner. Priori ty is given to s trategic research that
enhances the competitiveness of regional rice production. One example is
research on controls of pests and diseases, including the hoja blanca virusfound only in the Americas-and rice blast.
Increasing yield and quality while enhancing diversity is another
challenge that is being addressed by introgressing new plant ty pes being
developed by IRRl's globa l rice program. CIAT's own strategic research aims
to broaden the Latin American rice gene pool by c rossing with wild relatives.
8oth large and small rice growers, using simila r production systems, can
benefit from the products of CIAT's research. The Center will continue
playing an innova tive role to su ppo rt the production of this bas ic staple of
the economically disadva ntaged popula tions of Latín America.

Tropical fruits
Produc tion of tropical fruits has been doubling approximately every 20 years .
Until recently m ost tropical fruit in the developing countries was marketed
fres h, but in Latín America and Southeast Asia there has bee n a remarkable
incr ease in the con sumption of processed fruits. Production of mos t
individua l fruit species is s mall and, like exports, concentrated in a few
countries. Benefits o f development of a particular s pecies tend to be
Jocalized, but due to the high value of the produce and the in tense use of
la bor the impact on incomes a t th e local leve! m ay be imme n se.

The Center will provide
national and local
agencies with
infonnation for a whole
range offruit crops on
suitable areas for
production, availability
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of diseases and pests,
management practices,
quality control, and
postharvest
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Due to the divers ity of fruit s p ecies, CIAT does not intend to assume
manda te respon s ibili ty for the conserva tion of fruit germplasm orto establish
an autonomous genetic enhancement program for any fruit species. Ins tead ,
the Center will build on its expertise in sophisticated information
management techniques to provide n a tional a nd local agencies with
informa tion. This could include informa tion for a whole range of fruit crops
on suita ble a reas for production of different crops , availability of germplas m ,
the presen ce of diseases and pests in diffe re n t areas, pote n t ia l m a n ageme nt
practices, quality control, and postharvest m a n agem e nt. CIAT propases to
de ploy its core research competencies to provide strategi.c r esearch to
support, through cofinancing, na tional fruit research on specific priority
proble ms for which effective dema nd exists and which would contribute
m eaningfully to CIAT's mission a nd vision.
CIAT efforts on fruits will be only a s mall part of a continuu m of activities
carried out by s eve ra ! organizations in the public and private sectors. Strong
commitme nt by n ational agenc ies or producer organizations is a prerequis ite
for success. Becau se of its strong partnerships in La tin Arnerica, especially
with Colombia, CIAT will first seek to develop collaborative activities in the
region. However , beca use of the great poten tia ! of tropical fru its outside their
centers of origin, CIAT will be a le rt to the potential to catalyze global
exch a nge of information, germplasm, and technology.

Amazon Basin and savannas
The fron tier savannas a nd forest m a rgins of Sou th Ame rica a re
agroecosystems of great environmental s ignificance. The Amazon Basin is
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widely recognized as a crucial pool of global biodiversity with a key role in
global carbon balances. The savannas likewise may play a majar role in
carbon sequestration and, in addition, represent a resource for agriculture
that is making an increasing contribution to food supply and agricultura!
competitiveness in South American countries. Because both regions are
relatively underpopulated, the absolute number of poor p eople is not high in
either agroecosystem. Nevertheless, the incidence of pover ty among the
inhabitants of b oth agroecosystems is high. CIAT also has longstanding
partnerships for research in both agroecoystems.
Research for the Amazon Basin will focus on developing and introducing
socially and environmentally progressive land use systems. Priority will be
placed on intensifying land use in ways that decrease n egative environmental
impact and improve small-farmer incomes. Conservation of genetic resources
under threat from Jand u se or climatic change will be important. Reduction
of carbon emissions and economic losses associated with poor fire
management will be of concern , as will land use changes that exacerbate
vector-borne human health problems. Re h abilitation of degraded pastures
cou ld absorb carbon, reduce methane emissions, and decrease pressure on
forest resources. Among the Future Harvest centers, CIFOR, ICRAF, and
IPGRI will be key partners in this work, while Brazil will be a major national
partner.
Research for the Latin American savannas will be closely related to other
aspects of CIAT's agenda. Research on upland rice will be important, and so
will research on multipurpose forages and, potentially, fruits. Because soils
degrade rapidly under field crops in the savannas, research to over come
problems of acidification and develop a fertile arable !ayer will be importan t.
Land management issues will a lso be critical as these vast lands are settled
and brought under agricultura! use. Colombia is a key partner in this
research.
CIAT will produce research outputs that are useful in other Latín
American agroecosystems. For example, semiarid Northeast Brazil has
among the largest numbers of poor people in South America, whereas the
favored irrigated lowlands of the rice agroecosystem are important in Latín
America's food economy. Nevertheless, to maintain an adequate leve! of focus
in its research , CIAT cannot give the same degree of attention to al! Latin
American agroecosystems. Priority will therefore be given to the hillsides of
Central America and Andean countries, together with the savannas and
Amazonian forest margins.

Africa R egional Strategy
Rural poverty is widespread throughout Africa, affectin g an increasing
number of people, even in highland and midaltitude areas that, climatically,
are relatively favored. Infrastructure is poor, market development is incipient,
smallholder farmers have scarce resources, and communities h ave little
bargaining power in the globalizing economy.
CIAT will contribute to achieving sustainable rurallivelihoods in these
smallholder mixed-farming systems in the highland and midaltitude areas of
central, eastern, and southern Africa. The Center will a lso support the
research a nd development efforts of regional and national partners through
research that fosters agricultura! competitiveness, agroecosystem health, and
social capital for rural innovation. This work will complement that of other
Future Harvest centers, for example, throu gh continued participation in the
fCRAF-Ied ecoregion a J program known as the African Highlands Initiative.
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Strategic research by CIAT will be Iinked with research by national
p a rtncrs in Africa to address regional priorities while enhancing the output of
intemational public goods. Collaborative research between Africa- based ClAT
scientists and NARS scientists will ta ke advantage of outputs produced by
ClAT elsewhere, as well as from Future Harvest centers and other sources
within the region. In addition, collaborative research in Africa will produce
strategic byproducts that will be fed into CIAT projects for extrapolation to
Latín America and Asia.
Partic ular attention will be given to assisting African NARS in institution
building, networking, and training to promote the u se of results from NARS/
ClAT collaborative research, thereby spreading their impact. Stronger
linkages will be developed between researc h on strategic issues in Latín
America and intensively farrned arcas of Asia with research in Africa to
enhance synergies. Strategic resea rch at ClAT wil l support research in Africa
that will be linked with development-oriented institutions. Priorities will be
derived in close consultation with national systems and through subregional
researc h organizations.
CIAT's contribution will be built on its competencies in agrobiodiversity
and genetics (especially for beans, cassava, and forages). ecology and
management of pests and diseases, soil ecology and manage me n t, s patial
analysis, and socioeconornic analysis through collaborative research and
developme nt projec ts . Priority will be given to strengthening communitybased resource management a nd links between the informa l a nd formal
research sectors through the promotion of participa tory approaches to
research and developme nt, the provision of decision-support tools, and the
integration of germplasm and na tural resource management approaches.
Enha ncing bean germplasm will continue being an essential component
of support to the regionally owned bean networks. An inc reased collegial role
with liTA and cassava networks will be sought for enhancement in that crop.
Germplasm of multipurpose forages, fruits, and other income-generating
crops from Latín Ame rica will provide potential new opportunities for Africa.
Work will continue in arcas where ClAT has comparative advantage.
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Soil health is a critica! issue for African farmers and will b e a high
priority for CIAT. Emphasis will be on soil biology, both to enhance nutrie nt
cycling and control soil-bome pests and pathogens. A strategic alliance with
TSBF will be critica!, while work will also be done through the CGlAR's
SWNM Program .
Consultations with African partners suggest that other priorities will
include participa tory researc h; integrated pest management (including
whitefly through the COlAR Systemwide Program on Integrated Pest
Management); decision-su pport systems and tools, including GIS; methods
for rural agroenterprise development; and impact assessment. Climate
change is expected to emerge as a n increasingly important issue.
The a pproach will be d e mand-driven and will empower rural
communities in d ecision making on problem definition, tec hnology
development (e.g., participatory plant breeding) , and NRM. Participation of
women, who are responsible for much of Africa's food production, will be
especially important. These experiences will be scaled up with partners.
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Asia Regional Strategy
In Asían uplands, rural poverty is widespread, justifying CIAT's focus on
those areas. Usually, these areas h ave less agricultura! potential than do the
lowlands, and also have poor infrastructure. In southeast Asia, for exarnple,
uplands are largely populated by smallholder farnilies with scarce resources,
particularly land and water. Often, upland families belong to marginalized
minority groups.
Upland farming systems are changing rapidly because increasing
populations demand an intensification of resource use that is often
unsustainable. The challenge is to work with NARS to help farmers manage
this process of intensification with information and technology options to
generate sustainable rurallivelihoods by improving agricultura!
competitiveness, agroecosystem health, and rural innovation through social
capital.
CIAT research has developed germplasm, information, and participatory
research approaches that offer new opportunities for enhanced livelihoods
and improved resource management, especially in Southeast Asia. Many of
these outputs have been developed for hillside smallholder systems in South
America, which share with Asia a wide range of soils, climates, available
resources, farming systems, and socioeconomic constraints. At the sarne
time, CIAT and national scientists in Asia have been working with farmers at
various reference sites. This collaborative research develops a ltematives for
upland systems that not only meet the needs of Asían farmers and
communities, but also comprise global public goods that are relevant to Latín
America and Africa.
CIAT will continue focusing on the integration of germplasm improvement
and NRM through a systems approach. In Southeast Asia CIAT h as strengths
in the commodity areas of cassava and forages, and can complement this
with expertise, methods, tools, and experience in participatory research,
development of partnerships, facilitation of institutional change, the use of
GIS in interpreting land-use dynamics, nutrient cycling, agroenterprise
development, and impact assessment. Biophysical research will be
complemented with input from social scientists.
Production systems research in cassava and forages wíll be
complemented by systems research at the community or watershed leve!. The
sites of this systems research will a llow outputs generated in Center-based
projects to be evaluated in Asia and for strategic research on the processes of
technology development and enabling institutional change.
Strong partnerships have been developed with crop and livestock
research and development organizations and universities in China,
Indonesia, Lao POR, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam. CIAT will
continue aligning its research with that of other Future Harvest center s. For
example, CIAT's work complements that of IRRI in upland a reas with inputs
for commodities other than rice and wíth its systems perspective. CfFOR and
ICRAF focus on the management and integration of trees in upland systems.
Expertise in the integrating of improved forages into smallholder farms
complements research by ILRI on animal health and nutrition. CIAT will
contribute to the Ecoregional Initiative for the Humid a nd Sub-Humid
Tropics of Asia, led by JRRI at sites in Tha iland and Vietnam. CIAT strategic
research will support and complement national efforts while avoiding
duplication .
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Organizational Principies
T
his Strategic Plan lays out broad principies through which CJAT will
organize itself, while the specific details of organization will be presented in
periodic Medium-Term Plans, which are issued about every 3 years oras
appropriate. These key organizational principies include integration with
global and regiona l strategies, management of scientific competencies as key
core assets, and integration into multidisciplinary teams organized as
research projects around problems and opportunities. The relationship
between these organizational features and the overall vision of CIAT is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Integration with Global and Regional Strategies
As a Future Harvest center, CJAT is linked with a global agricultura! research
system supported by the CGIAR. CIAT's own research strategy is developed
in the framework of the CGIAR's global priorities so that CIAT's comparative
advantage is expressed in a global system that seeks complementarities and
synergies while minimizing duplication. CIAT's membership in this global
system provides the Center with rich opportunities for partnerships with
similar organizations and a context in which to seek its own particular niche.
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Participatíon in the Future Harvest centers' agenda setting will be a major
responsibility for CIAT management, because it will provide signilicant input
into defming CIAT's particular global agenda.
Equally important is CIAT's integration into regiona l research strategies
in Latín America and the Caribbean, eastem and southem Africa, and Asia.
The different roles CIAT plays in these regions can be derived only through
close articulation with the NARS agenda, increasingly expressed through
NARS-led regional forums. C IAT will organize itself so as to make effective
contributions to regional and NARS priorities.
Regional coordinators for CIAT in Latín America and the Caribbean,
Africa, and Asia will be the focal points for dialog with NARS as their national
and regional agenda are set, and options for CIAT supporting these agendas
are assessed. Regional coordinators will be responsible for articulation with
the regional agenda, and for ensuring appropriate coordination with other
Future Harvest centers working in the region.
Regional coordinators will also identify research opportunities for CIAT
projects and competencies, facilitate the establishment and management of
strategic alliances with NARS in research partnerships, mobilize resources to
support these partnerships to coproduce priority research outputs, and will
deliver these outputs to development efforts that will ensure they reach end
users.
While CIAT will have regional research strategies, it will not operate
through autonomous regional programs. Instead , its research will be
implemented through projects that usually operate globally across regions to
maxirnize the flow of results from intemational research, prevent duplication,
ensure the use of best-practice methods, and take advantage of cross-site
learning opportunities. Regional coordinators will help articulate NARS
strategies, form and cultivate partnerships, and mobilize resources, but
research activities will be implemented through research projects.

Core Scientific Competencies
CIAT's scientilic competencies (that is, communities of scientists having
different but interrelated specialized skills) and the infrastructure that
enables them to work effectively are CIAT's long-term core assets, both
human and physical. Because we have already discussed in detail the
substance of these core competencies in agrobiodiversity and genetics,
ecology and management of pests and diseases, soil ecology and
management, analysis of spatial information, and socioeconomic analysis,
only the organizational features of the scientilic competencies will be
discussed here.
The core scientilic competencies will constitute the key institutional
assets to implement CIAT's global and regional agenda through
multidisciplinary projects. The scientilic communities involved will play a
major role in knowledge management to ensu re scientilic quality and that
CIAT has the capacity to use the most advanced methods to meet its
research objectíves. The scientílic communities will advise on the integration
of specific scientilic expertise, and will be a major element in the recruitme nt
of new scientists. Each community will manage the laboratories and capital
equipment that it needs for strategic research. CIAT resources will be
managed to ensure adequate staff and facilities for each competency and the
appropriate balance between them.
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Research Projects
Multidisciplinary project tearns integrated around the solution of problems
and the exploitation of new opportunities are the central organizational
feature for the implementation of CIAT's research prograrn. Regional
strategies help orient and facilita te the implementation of researc h by project
tearns. The scientific communities h e lp manage knowledge and contribute
human and infrastructure inputs that are deployed flexibly so that the
project tearns may implement research. The set of projects in t he CIAT
research agenda will evolve over time as problems are overcome and new
problems or opportunities arise.
Project teams are responsible for the detailed planning and
implementation of output-orien ted research. As is standard in the CGIAR
system, and to provide a clear framework to integrate the work of diverse
scientists and partners, systematic, detailed research planning will be
carried out to produce project log frames and individual work plans. These
will also provide clear milestones to measure progress. Impact assessment
will be an integral part of planning and monitoring the research project's
progress.
Project teams will foster a culture of cross-boundary tearnwork and a
results-oriented approach. Projects need to integrate research, relationships
with partners, and resource mobilization. Essentially, all project research will
be conducted in collaboration with national partners and AROs. To be
effective, projects need to coproduce their research outputs with partners
who are close to the problems and provide links for development and with
partners who can offer opportunities for using the most advanced research
techniques in rapidly c h a nging scientific fields. Project tearns need to have
intema lleadership skills to manage these p artnerships.
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To support these partnerships and to sustain CIAT's own research
prograrns, project tearns will h ave substantial responsibility for resource
mobilization and management of d onor relationships. Because few, if any,
research areas can expect to e njoy unconditional long-tenn financing, project
tearns must concem themselves with resource mobilization. Supported by
senior management and specialized central services, project teams ha ve
advantages in resource mobilization through their intimate knowledge of the
problems, persona l rela tionships with partners, and enthusiastic
engagement with the issues being studied.

Linking Research with Development
For CIAT, science is a too! to promote development through sustainable rural
livelihoods. Because the Center does not see science or knowledge asan end
in itse lf, it is committed to linking its scientific results with processes of
development to actually affect the lives of the disadvantaged. The
transfonnation of scientific findings into outcomes for deve lopment needs to
be actively pursued through the dissemination and marketing of research
outputs.
An integrated a pproac h to land management contributes to linkages
between researc h and development by engaging in participatory processes of
land-u se planning, natural resource management, commodity food c hain
improvement, and social capital building with local and national
stakeholders. In this way research contributes actively to the development
process.
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Research in areas such as participatory methods, agroenterpr ise
development, and impact assessment all directly contribute to this by
providing a better understanding of the linkages between development and
research. Other important mechanisms for linking research products to
development are training, edu cational activities, and communications and
publications (including electronic publications).
To effectively link research outputs with d evelopment, a variety of
activities need to be und ertaken. New partners need to be specifically
iden tified on the basis of their capacity for innovation for developme nt.
Pathways between research outputs and development outcomes have to be
fully mapped out and better understood to enhance the efficiency of this
process. Strategies for communication of results and capacity building for
their use have to be devised and implemented. These need to be carried out
through all CIAT projects, but central training, communications, and
development of capacity can enhance these efforts.

Management Team
The director general will lead a team of senior management that wilJ provide
overa!J coordination, leadership, and vision for CIAT. The management team
(MT) will be responsible for ensuring the relevance of the Center's work in a
changing context. Harmonization of CIAT's strategy with the regional and
global strategies of the CGIAR and other Future Harvest centers will be of
h igh priority a nd will involve intense interaction at a senior leve! with NARS
partners, CGIAR members a nd centers, and civil society and AROs.
Resource mobilization to permit the implementation of CIAT's strategy
wil l be an important fu n ction of the MT. Likewise, scien tific management to
ensure the strength of the core scientific capacities and timely
implementation of research will be another crucial function of the MT.
The MT will oversee the provision of support services to research,
including central finance and administration, and will manage CIAT's
infrastructure and assets. In a changin g world of intellectual property rights,
the MT must keep up with evolving national and intemational policies to
ensure that CIAT's intellectual assets remain in the public domain and that
private users appropriately share costs of these assets' development.
The MT will be appointed by the director general and will provide him /
her with team support. MT members will have both individual and collective
responsibilities. Transparency and shared com mitrnent to comm on goals are
important values. Rather than being restricted toa narrow or elitist b ase, the
tendency will be for the MT to be open , to the point of bringing in
participation where possible.

Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees bears ultima te responsibility for the overall health and
functioning of CIAT. It wi!J ensure that policies are in place so that CIAT's
objectives, programs, and resources are aligned with its mission and charter.
The Board monitors the implementation of policies and programs by the
director general and approves plans, program objectives, strategies, and
budgets. Membership must be appropriately diverse in terms of management
and scientific expertise.
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Working Environment
A staff that is diverse in terms of gender and culture con tributes to improved
organizational performance by broadening the pool of skills, talents,
perspectives, and ideas within the organization, thereby leading to increased
innovation and creativity. Oriented by principies of gender equity and
cultural pluralism, CIAT's Board and MT undertake to provide a working
environment that will permit staff to achieve the highest level of individual
and Center performance.

Mobilizing Resources for the Vision
Rnancial resources are required to convert vision into reality. Resources
for overseas development assistance (ODA) received from high-income
countries continue to be CIAT's financia ] mainstay. However, these resources
have decreased steadily every year since 1989. Total ODA has fallen during
most of this period, and the priority given to agriculture by countries offering
ODA has declined dramatically, with many ODA agencies no longer having
offices or programs dedicated to agriculture. At the same time, ODA has
become increasingly restricted to specific, short-term, development
outcomes, thereby both reducing llexibility in resource use and constraining
the ability to undertake long-term strategic research.
Although the program of change in the CGIAR m ight conceivably lead to
revived fmancial commitment from ODA sources, projections prepared by the
CGIAR Finance Committee find that presuming that ODA will remain
constant is optimistic, and that further d ecline is far more probable. Because
ODA constitutes such a large share of CIAT's resources, continued attention
to mobilizing th ese resources must remain high, even though fresh financing
from new sources is most likely to be needed to maintain even the current
levels of CIAT's efforts.
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Increased mobilization of resources from tropical countries is a priority
for both the CGIAR and CIAT. Experience demonstrates that investment in
CIAT by tropical countries is conditional on joint commitment to specific
outputs and is greatly facilitated by the physical presence of CIAT's research
in the investing country. CIAT will seek to attract poten tia! investors in the
tropics to those elem ents of its research that would be relevant to CIAT's
mission and to public institutions, quasipublic associations, and private
enterprises. Expanded commitment by tropical countries to CIAT will be
crucial to the Center's vitality.
Other, non-ODA, sources of public funding from donor countries will also
be explored. Because CIAT is primarily a research institution, rather than a
developm ent agency, the tapping of resources for science and technology
would be especially appropriate. Although such resources cannot be
expected to constitute a major part of financing, they would be especially
strategic.
The two areas with the most potential for enhanced resource
mobilization, thus helping to compensate for the expected decline in ODA,
are seen in the report commissioned by the CGIAR Finance Committee to be
philanthropic agencies (foundations, corporations, and private entities) and
social marketing relationships with the private sector. CIAT has already
moved forward to further tap philanthropic sources and expects to make
further progress in attracting additional support. Social marketing
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relationships with the private sector are also being explored, a nd are believed
to offer significant future opportunities.
All these efforts for resource mobilization clearly entail an investment in
stakeholder relationships that was not required befare the drop in
unrestricted ODA. ClAT has been investing in public awareness and resource
mobilization and, to flll the gap that will be created by further erosion in
ODA, will need to significantly increase such investments.

Implementing the Strategic Plan
T
his Plan sets out a strategic vision of su stainable rural livelihoods
toward which ClAT can conduct research that will contribute to the essential
conditions of competitive agriculture, agroecosystem health, and social
capital for rural innovation. CIAT will work toward this vision through five
core competencies: agrobiodiversity and genetics, ecology and management
of pests and diseases, soil ecology and management, land management, and
socioeconomic analysis. CIAT's research will con sistently b e a part of the
global agenda of the Future Harvest centers. CIAT will organize itself around
multidisciplinary, goal-oriented research teams that will contribute to the
regional research agenda of national research systems in Latín America,
eastem and southem Africa, and Southeast and East Asia.
The clear bu t broad principies of this Plan will be further operationalized
in clase consultation with key stakeholders. National systems in different
regions are currently embarking on a process of refining regional priorities to
articulate better with the global system of Future Harvest centers. CIAT is
participating in this process, and will help define specific research activities
for the next few years. At the same time, CIAT is participa ting in the program
of ch ange that the CGIAR's global research system is undergoing. Such
participation wiU certain1y affect ClAT's future work and the defmition of its
program's specifics.
Based on the principies of this Plan, and refmed through consultation
with stakeholders, CIAT will develop a series of 3-year operational p lans that
will:
• ldentify key alliances with partners for doing research together
• Specify staffmg for the core competencies
• Define concrete research outputs with clearly m arked milestones for
delivery
• Plan resource allocations and financi ng
• Plan monitoring and evaluation
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
Used in the Text
AROs
CGIAR
CIFOR
CIP
CIRAD

Advanced research organizations
Consultative Group on International Agricultura! Research
Centre for International Forestry Research
Centro Internacional de la Papa (Intemational Potala Cenler)
Centre de coopération internationale en recherche
agronomique pour le développment
(Centre for lntemational Cooperalion in Agricultura[ Research for
Deuelopm.ent)

CLAYUCA

Consorcio Latinoamericano y del Caribe de Apoyo a la
Investigación y Desarrollo de la Yuca
(Latin American and Caribbean Consortium lo Support Cassaua
Research and Deuelopmenl)

FLAR

Fondo Latinoamericano y d el Caribe para Arroz de Riego
{Latin American and Caribbean Fund for Irrigated Rice)

GIS

ICRAF
liTA
ILRI
IPG RI
IRRI
Lao POR
MERCOSUR
MT
NAFTA
NARS
NGOs
NRM
OECD
ODA
SWNM
TSBF
WTO

Geographic informatíon systems
International Centre for Researc h in Agroforestry
International Institute ofTropica l Agriculture
International Livestock Research Institute
lnternational Plant Genetic Resources lnstitute
lnternational Rice Research lnstitute
Lao People's Democ ratic Republic
Mercado Común de l Sur (Southem Common Market)
Management Team (of CIAT)
North American Free Trade Agreemen t
National agricultura! research systems
Nongovernmental organizations
Natural resource management
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Overseas development assistance
CGIAR Systemwide Soil, Water, and Nutrient Management
Program
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Programme
World Trade Organization

